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Analysis of Seasat-\ SAB Data 
for the Detection of Oil on the Ocean surface 

In evaluating the capability of the Seasat-A synthtetic 
Aperture Radar to detect t.he smoothing effects of oil slicks 
on ocean surfaces, two problems were encountered. These 
were� 1) lack of of concurrent surface verification data , 
and 2) the appeatrance of so calle� confusion tatrgets in the 
imagery. To "synthRsize" n�ces sary surface truth 
informdtion, a linear �eterministic oil trajector1 model has 
been rlevelo?ed which sums the effects of winds, currents, 
and tides to predict hourly oil slick configurations vithin 

the Santa Barbar� Chann el study a rea. 

Using output oil. slick trajP.ctocy predictions as a 
guide , a collection of 128 X 128 byte subimages was gathered
from oil affected arP.as. Zones of reduced ba ckscatte r which 
could not be attrihuted to oil/snrface tension effects 
(confusion t�rg�ts) provided a similar set of subimages.
Ta�ing the two-dimensional �ourier transforms of these 
subimaqez a�d filtering via P.ight concentric ring masks 
allowed comparison of normalizP.d mean power distribution as 
a function of spatial frequency. These co■Farisons shov a 
mor� rapid d rop off in normali��d powP.r at higher frequency 
for oil slick images than for non-oil slick images. The 
optimum discrimin�nt, of thosP. tested, utilized the sum of 
normalized power from the six ring filters representing
highest spatial frequency. Separation in this ca se was 
achieved at a �9 � confidence lev�l. 

iv 
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1.oOo Summar:, 

A nnmber of oil detection studies employing side 

lookinq radars have been condu cted in the Santa Barbara 

Channel capitalizing on the peorennial natural seepage which 

occurs in the area (Kraus et al., 1977) (Kotlarski and 

Anoerson, 1177) (Mauer and Edgerton, 1q75). Th�se studies 

have involved aircr aft flown systems utili2ing b oth real and 

synthetic aperture. �ethoJology has uniformly focused on 

the co�parison of radar imagery with simultaneously acquired 

surface ve rification data consisting primarily cf low 

altitude aerial photography. This technique provides a 

useful means of gauging actual aetection success ratios. 

As originally proposed, th� research describe d herein 

was to us e �his samB sort of comparison technique to test 

the abili ty of the Seasat-� Synthetic Apertur€ Radar {SAR) 

to detect marinP. oil slicks f.rom i ts 800 km orbi ting 

altitude. The stu1y area was again to be the zone of mos t 

prolific natural seepage which occurs offshore between the 

City of Santa Barbara an� the University of California some 

12 miles to the west (see fig 1.1). Unfortunately, the 

premature failure of the satellite's electrical system on 

October 10, 197q came beforP. any ex�P.riment was scheiualled; 

hence no concurrent sarface verification data vas gathered. 
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Fig. 1.1 shows the study area and its relative orientation 
with respect to the rest of the Santa Barbara Channel. 
Prime natural oil seepage zones occur from the Federal 
Platforms to Coal Oil Point. 
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In suhs�quent evaluation conc�rning the feasibility of 

salvaging any portion of the research project it was 

established that three Seasat SAR imaginJ overpasses of the 

Santc1 Barbara Channel had heen completed.. These were 

re,,0lutions (Revs) 308, 552, and 617 which occurred on July 

18, Auq 4, and .\ug 8, 1978 respectively. Given this 

information an� the predic table natur� of oil seepage in the 

study area a descision was maje to pursue the project. 

Accor�ingly, new techniqu�s were developed wherein oil slick 

configurations and positions for the three overpass days 

were calculated oas�d on known points of origin and the 

combined influ�nce of wind, cur rent, and tide. Using such 

"synthetic surface truth" data for comparison, the 

indication is that the Se asat SAR did successfully detect 

surface oil slicks in the Santa Barbara Channel. Zones of 

rerluceii backscatter (up to 6 dB red11ctions) occur in the SAR 

imagery in positions and orientations which closely resemble 

predic ted oil �overage. 

A significant problem of confusion targets has also 

be�n encoun�ered however, in that several areas which cannot 

be associatP.d with surface oil slicks exhibit the same 

reduced backscatter on the imagery. �n effort tc separate 

these targets of similar appearan�e has been made which 

utilizes soatial frequency (Pourier) transforms of the 

features in �uestion. The assumption ha s been that the 
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amplitude CP.du�in1 effect ot oil on ocean surface waves is 

fr�quency specific and hence might produce a characteristic 

siqnature on such tr ansforms. Subsequent frequency 

filtP.ri�q of these transforms has produced a discriminant 

which separates the tvo tar,Jet types on a cumulative basis 

at a gq� siqnificance level. 

•
As the oc8an surface f=vave _ re<Juenc1es at which the 

amplitude dampening forces ot oil operate are �ell above 

those detecte� on the transforms, the exact mechanism 

causing this result is �nknovn. What is  ap?areot, however, 

is that normalized power drops off more severelv w ith 

increasing spatial frequency for bona fide oil slick images 

than for similar appearing, reduced backscatter, non-oial 

imaqes. 

In des er ihin<J these results, th� following rf>port 

deals, by nece ssitJ, with a div8z:-se selection·o.f topics in 

image intecprP.tation, flow dynamics, and micro�ave r�mote 

sensinq. �n attempt has therefore been maJe to Frovide 

pertinent introductory information in e ach sub-category of 

investigation. The first such deals with the interaction of 

imaq ing radar and ocean snrface ro11ghness as altered by oil 

slicks. 
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List Of Symbols 

radar backscatter power from a point target 

transmitted powec 

qain of the transmitting antenna 

effective aperture of thP. receiving antenna 

the backscattering cross section of the target 

R slant cange from radar to target 

pulse lenJth in seconis 

radar system wavelength 

incidence angle 

h height above a smooth datum 

depression angle (90 - ,p) 

L a'ltenna length 

10 

C speed of light 3 X 10 cm/sec 
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Imaging Radac and Oil Slicks 

2., Imaqinq R�dar Geometry 

Imaging ra-1ars are active sensors which use the speed 

of light in one dimension and sensor velocity in the other 

to define an image plane. An image is created {in the range 

dimen5ion) by t he variable return of incident 

electro-magnetic radiation {E!!R) from points along 

indi�idual scan lines. These scan lines are not formed by 

any mechanic al motion of the radar antenna. Rather they 

occur as a by product of an ohliquP. look angle - hence the

nam� side looking airborne radar (SL.AR). Radar pulses 

propagatoe outward �t the speed of light. As they encounter 

variably reflectiYe surfac�s they are rPturned oc 

backscattered towards the radar. Their arrival back a t  the 

receiv er is expanded into a brief time series where 

separation in time represents separation in diostancie. This 

t ime series is one scan line which defines the so called 

ranqe or cross track dimension of the image. The along 

track or a2.im11th dimension is provided foe by the 

incremental adva4ce of the sensor platform from one pulsP to 

the next. 
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2.2 The Radar Bquation 

The portion of an incident radar pulse that is returned 

to the sensor is called tha h�ckscatter cro ss section 

coefficient. In this conte�t 6' represents the 

reflective characteristics of a point target. The radar 

backscatter power (W r ) from the same point target is 

(Skolnik, 1970). 

A three dimensional surtace target, however, is 

qen�rally considered as a collection of point targets which 

contribute ind�pendent returns of random phase. The average 

of these returns from a complex scatt�ring surface is 

= 

--------
(�oore and Fung, 1979). 

Here <r
0 

signifies a differential ba ckscatter 

coefficient or backscatter per unit area. The integration 

is carried out over the area contributing to the return at 

any moment. Due to the monochromaatic nature of the signal 

and the random phase of returns, however, the instantaneous 

power received from any given target will fluctuate widely. 
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Foe sensor power the fluctuations are approximated by an 

exponential distribut ion or foe voltage by a Rayleigh 

distribution (11oore a.nd Fnng, 197q). 

The backscatt er cross section coPfficient then is a 

continuous measure of the physical an.j electro-chemical 

state of th� target. The chemical and electricdl propArties 

of a surf ace participate  in dBtermining the degree to which 

inr.ident microwave EMR will be absorbed, tr�nsmitted, or 

refl�cted. The tvo properties can be adequately described 

with one complex number - the co�plex dielectric constant. 

This constan t is uniformly high ovP.r the ocean surface 

providing virtually complete reflection within the 0.1 to 

100 centimeter microvaYe spqctrum (Long, 1975). Since 

little v�riability in � is attributable to 11eviation in 

dielectrics for SLAR imagery of an ocean surface, this 

para me t>1r wi 11 be ignored. 

2.3 Surface Roughness and Backscatter 

Morphology is thus the Frimary factor controlling rai�r 

tacl':sc,1.tter from an ocean surface.. For a perfectly smooth 

surface all incident radiation is specularly reflected 

forward �n� nothing returns to the receivPr. At some 

threzhold roughness level, scattering tends away from purely 

specular towards a diffuse mod@ and some incident EMR is 
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directed back at the sensor. This lev�l of surface height 

variability is called the Rayl�igh roughness length and is 

dependent on the specifices of ra�ar wavelength and look 

anqle. The relationship is A/8 sin /3 (Sabins, 1978). 

Roughness length for an ocean surface is closely linked to 

surface stress, which is a function of wind speed, current 

velocity ann direction, and the air/sea temperature gradien t 

(Weissman a nd Thompson, 1977). Increasing surface stress 

produces more reflective facets on the sea surface vhich are 

normal to the impinging microwave beam and hence a higher 

received backs�atter signal at the sensor. 

There is an additional consideration which must be made 

in  developing the backscattering criteria for an ocean 

surface. As wave fields are periodic perturbations the 

opport11nity exists for phase reinforced .multiple 

reflections. This reinforcea reflection effect bas been 

termed Bragg scatt�ring. It is both wavelength and 

depression angle dependent with the critical surface wave 

l€ngth being determined by 

Bragg A = 7v 2cos /3 (Raney and Lowry, 1978} 

It is the general consensus that modula tion of these 

critical capillary waves onto low�r frequency swell slopes 

accounts for much of the variability observed in SAR 
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imaqery. The Bragg wavelength for se�sat-A SAR system and 

geometry is approximately 33.6 cm. 

2.4 Th� Oil Slick Signature 

Oil on the ocean surface alters the distribution of 

watP.r vave f.requ�ncy compon?.nts an� rP.duces their 

amplitudes. It depresses capillary and ultra gravity waves 

by increasing surface tension, which is the restoring force 

for these short period waves. It additionally interferes 

with the win�•s ability to create longer period gravity 

waves (Barger ann Garett, 1970). The predictable response 

of imaging rad�r to this reduction in surface roughness is a 

decreased return for areas within the o il slick. This 

response has been 1ocu�ented in a number of indefendent 

stu�ies on both aircraft ima1e�y of ocean oil slicks 

(Guinard. an;! Purves, 1970) {Mauer and F.dqerton, 19'"75) 

(Kotlarski anci Anderson, 1Q77) an<i tixetl mount imagery of 

small sl ick.s in a controlled P.nVi'C'on:nent (vanKuilP.nburg, 

197'1) (Krishen, 1972). In the latter instance 5 to 10 db 

rf>rfoct ions in sea s,1rface back sea ttP.r h 3. ve been 

reported for 13.3 GHz vertically polarized cadar imagerys

obtained over depre�,si on anql�s ranging bP.t ween 40s° 75 ° 

(Krishen, 197 2) • This result shoulJ be r�garded as 

something of a "best case" )iowP.ve.i:- as many :factors militate 

t o  reduce such a high contrast ratio. 



Previous work then seems to imply that given a single 

frequency sensor with a set vievin� angle. t.he ocean surface 

should specularly scatter i�cident microwave EMF avay from 

the receiving antenna until some threshold capillary vave 

frequency and/or roughness amplitude appears in the wave 

spectrum. With these threshold conditions met a relative 

increease in backscatter would be evidP-nt on the image. By 

contrast it is the mechanical reduction of such surface 

rouqhness which causes marine oil sliclcs to be detected by 

imaging radars. Limiting conditions on such detection then 

involve both background o cean backscatter ( Q �Q,,. ) and the 

SAR system noise level. These relationships are discussed 

in greater detail in the following section. 



The Seasat-A Synthetic Apect,n:e Radar (SAR) 

J.1e Data Acqueisition and Reduction 

'.!'he SP.asai'.. A SAR system 11sea a pulsed transrnittec, an 

ant8nna and a phas� c<Jhere11t. receiver. A short pulse was 

transmittert toward the surface vi�e� 2.16 m viJe by 10.74. m 

° lon1 a.nt.f'l!nna. This provid�d coverage of a 6.2 elev3tione

° pla�e with the antenna horesi1ht oriented at 20 from nadire

° an<l 90e fro� the Seasat velocity ve�tor. Thuse� range swath 

width of 100 km offset 2qo km to the eight of the 

sub-satellite tracx was achieved from the 800 k� high orbit. 

Ran1e resolution vas determine1 by the effective pulse 

Specifically, high range resolution w�s obtained 

via wide ban.ividth pulses and phase coherent reception and 

pro�ess ing. The Seasat SAR 11sed a linear fre,1uency change 

within a 33.4p.sec peri0d at ;i carrier frequency cf 1274 MHz 

and a pulse repetition frpguency of 1645 pulsAs per second. 

This frequency �odulated ( F '1) pnlse prcvide.'i for a puls� 

compression ratio of 634 to 1 on :.eceived-signal rrocessiug. 

The result was 3 range resolution of: 

--------------------------

-f>
3 X 101 m/sece X 31.4 X 10 sec 

-

2 634 1268 

12 
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Subsequent registration and signal averaging of 4 such 

rangP.-resolved images result�� in the finaal 25 m range 

resolution and a less noisy (speckled) image (Jordan, 1978). 

In the azimuth {a long-track) direction, high resolu tion 

is also a result of the coherency of the SAR. Since the 

antenna coveraq� in the azimuth plane is 15 km, an extensive 

a zim ut h-coh ere nt phase history of P-a.ch "elemental• target 

vas received (some 3000 relatetl returns). The echos were 

mixe1 with the cohP.rent local oscillator to p rovide this 

hisory. The echos were transla.te1 to S band and sent via 

data link to be rP.corded on both film �nd magnetic tap� and 

later coherently processed to generate each azimuth 

resolution element. This corrP.lation procedure has been 

discussed in great rtetail for both optical (Shuchman, et 

al., 19713) an1 digital (Wu, 1<:l80) modes, and h�nce will not 

be discribed herein. 

During the generation of the synthetic aferture in 

aziMuth, each resolution el�ment •experienced' an effect 

termed range migra tion due to the fact that the antenna was 

not pointed in a direction exactly norma l to the velocity of 

th� spacecraft relative to the imag�d ele!lents. This effect 

caused ranqe displacement of up to 72 range- resolution 

elements. Spectral analysis of the returned signal vas used 
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to ietermine this effect and corapens�te for i� 

There are two aspects in which the SAR system is 

extre�ely fragile. The first centers around the phase 

coherence requirement for accuratel7 re cording the Doppler 

spRctrum. In ocaer to provide the necess�ry accuracy 

absolute st.ability in the real aperture to within 1/4,'\ 

(Be�l, 1979) is required. This requirement applies as well 

to the long synthetic aperture though not in an absolute 

sense. Platfo rm positional informatio n can be used to 

calibrate out flight path aberrations c reating adequate 

relative acc uracy. Secon�ly, the Doppl er shift of the radar 

return is derend�nt on the relative velocity of the target 

with respP.ct to the senso r. The assumption that a specific 

tar1et is stationary is a requirement for unambiguous 

spatial positioning. Targets in motion in the image plane 

impart an a�1itional frequency shift to their hackscattered 

return which in some cases causes them to be mislccated and 

in other c3ses to not be detect�i at all (Ban�y and Lowry, 

197 9) • 

This latter concern raises gue stions as to the imaging 

capabilities of the Seasat SAR system with respect to o cean 

surfaces which are in constant motion. This motion is 

subdivided into group, phase, and orbital vel ocity 

c omponents, any one of which could dominate modulation of 

https://respP.ct
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backscattered radar signal. The uncalibrated/unreferenced 

Doppler shift that results from a target with such 

independent velocity components will result in spatial 

ambiguities involving both swell angle and position (Raney 

and Lowry, 1978). 

3.2 Some Con siderations on Ra1ar Imaging of 

Oil Slick/ Ocean Patterns 

There are some basic and more specific considerations 

of the oil slick detection and identification process that 

supply a useful context for our SAR analysis. These 

generally involve variations in effective values of s�a 

backscatter cross section under normal ( !s,c.. ) and oil 

slick ( <fstid<. ) coniiitions. 

1.a Slick spectral cha cacter - 'rhe contrast rat1.o { {-,lick 

+a N)/( (S""sc� • N} must initially be sufficient to enable ana

oil pattern to be discerned from a water background in SAR 

imaqery. Once this 'inst noticeable' thre shold is detected 

there are grounds for examining the difference in the energy 

spectral distributions of the imaged oil slick vs. thP 

imaged non-slick background. One would expect that t.he oil 

slick regions would show decreasea hi�h frequency components 

as the mechanical damping effect is concentrated in the 

capillary and ultragravity surface wave region (see fig. 
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Fig. 3.1 is an idealized representation of 
reduced high frequency backscatter energy
(wave damping) due to marine surface oil slicks. 
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3.,). As an analogy, Schuchman, Kas ischke, and Klooster 

{1978) noted that for both the optically and the diegitally 

gene=ated spectra maeny more high frequency components vere 

present in the Gulf Stream spectra �han in the spectra of 

the non-Gulf area. A limiting condition on the spectral 

differenee-s. however may occur when Cs\,d<. approaches the 

SAR no ise level and its r�latively white, uniform spectral 

distribution. Mitsuyasu {1978), with data for a wind speed 

of 8 m/sec, confirmed earlier studies of Pierson and Stacy 

(1973) which describe the spectral aensity form in thP 

qravity-capillary range. This form is almost indEpendent of 

the fetch an� is unaffP.cted by the existence of the large 

dominant waves in the gravity range. Mitsuyasu divided the 

hiqh frequencv part of the wind-wave spectrum into two 

typical regions: The gravity equilibrium range of fe
t'\'\ < f < 

4 H7. (where fe
""' 

is the spP.ctral p�ak frequency, < 1 Hz), and

the gravity-capillary range 6 Hz < f < f "'- (where the upper 

trequency limit, f�, is at least 14Hz). The range 4-6 Hz is 

considered as a transition range. The spectral energy 

decreases pr�port .iona· 1 to f-� in the gravity equilibrium 

ranqe and proportional to f-q in the gravity-capillary range 

and is wind speed dependent. 

Wright (1968) summarized pertinent conclusions of Cox 

and Munk (1954) about sea surface slope statistics {from sun 

glitte r measureme nts) and found that the mean-squaren slope 
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in the presence of slicks was about 1/3 that in the absence 

of slicks. �at�r vaves of 10 cm wavelength were damped hy a 

factoor of 100. 

2.o Boundary effects - There is presently insufficiento

infOC'lnat ion on the na tur?. of 6s\,c.k / <seo.. at the pat tern 

boundaries to base slick identification on images of 

boundary conditions, hovevec some war� in this area has been 

completed. Pilon and Pu rves ( 197 3) noten that. at 35 cm 

Br�qq wavelen1ths (428 �Hz radar) the slick to sea 

scattering cr�ss section boundary was such that scattering 

was still significant within the slicK, decaying about 150 m 

of the 'edge•. In contrasot, iiecay was about 1/10 that 

distance ( 17 m) for 12 cm Brag') scattering (1228 MHz r adar) 

imaqery. These observations were for vertically polarized, 

qra7.inq incidence vaYes and a synthetic apertur e. 

3. Patter n recognition and confus ion targets ThP 

nex+: leovel of concern is that of oil slick fattern 

recognition/ id entification in an environment of possible 

similar patterns. Here a priori inforaation of suspect oil 

slick/spill regions, natural seeps, relatively unique slick 

configurations and/or corroborating information from other 

sensors, ships, oil platforms, etc., is important. For a 

re0ion of natural seepage such as the Santa Barbara Channel, 

the possibility of obtaining ra-lar i11a9ery of cbarac teris�ic 



and ident ifiable slick configurations is certainly real. 

Kraus et al. (1977) have provided a guantitative and 

comparative summary of the detection perfor•ance of a real 

and a synthetic aperture side-looking radar (AN APS-94D and 

COR). These X band radars had H and V polariza tio.n 

respectively •.· Detection probabilities of the knovn surface 

slicks {natural oil seeps and oleyl alcohol spills) vere .29 

and .66 on one date (winds 220° T at 10 kt, 3 foot swells at 

270° T). Our concern here, however, intentionall y p laces 

more stress on evaluating the Seasat-1 SAR as a major oil 

slick identification sensor. Thus, vindrov effects on the 

Channel surface caused by vorticity in surface wind and/or 

current fields can be a significant source of pat tern noise, 

as can areas of zero s urface st ress. 

4. Noise in the contrast ratio - The fact that an oil 

slick pattern is established on radar imagery by the 

relati ve lack of sea backscatter can be a significant 

problem in itself. Emphasi zed in the contert of relatively 

low-level sea backscatter conditions vhich prevail in the 

Santa Barbara Channel, maximum pattern contrast is 

asymptotically li■ited by receiver and/or syste■ noise 

cons iderations. At relatively low sea states (and, hence, 

relatevely lov Os..� levels) receiver noise may be a 

significant fraction of the �sco.. + noise output, in vhich 

case the �cc../ N ratio will be relatively small. Since the 
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slick is forcing (at best) Osco.. 
t o  zero, the contrast ratio 

in the limit becom�s N / ( (�� + �}. 

5. Ocean surface backscatter models Most of the 

abundant speculation which accompani€s the interpretation of 

ocean SAR �ata arises from the lac� of a uniformly acc�pted 

description of the functioning iMaqing mechanism. The 

proble� is c omplex, and made more so by the nearly random 

ret11r-ns associat ed with the destructive and constructive 

interference which results from a ,onochromatic illumination 

source. Several models for radar imaqing of ocean surface 

waves have been deYeloped however, and these have been 

summarized by Elachi and Brown (1977). They are t�rmed the 

oa tilt modulationa

oa rou1hness modulationa

oa orbital velocity anda

oa parame tric effects 

models. Th�se mojels describe ocean wave periodic 

modulation of the imaged sea backscattering elements (e.g., 

the capillary waves). Each mo�el gives a different 

modulati on ratio of dse� depending on the angle t:etveen the 

flight line and the wave and wind directions. Though their 

interest is primarily the contrast ratio of the ocean wave 

pattern of wavelengths AJ 2x SAR resolution, their studv of 

the factors contributing to O��� within an azimuth-range 

resolution cell is pertinent. Some sea states which produce 
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significant variation of wave t ilt or orbital velocity may 

be beyond t he re gion to he evaluatei. For example, in t he 

orbital velocity roughness model, small waves are strained 

by the horizontal component of the orbital motion of larger 

waves. This results in the rippl�s being short ened and 

steepened on the forvara face of a larger wave and spread 

out and flattened on the backward face. This leads t o r

modulation of the surface roughness by the large wave 

(Elachi and Brown, 1977). Whether (and where} the orbital 

velocity horizontal component strains the oil film beyond 

the tension limit is an  important consideration in dPfining 

the nature of the o�hc.k. / <s�q_, contrast ratio curve. Raney 

and Lowry (1978) examined the models of Elachi and Brown 

(1977) to show that lonrg swells modnlated by capillaries 

could be represented by an imaging model based on the 

orbital mot ion of the ca�illaries along with the vertical 

component of the underlying gravity wave motion. This sea 

rouqhness model can represent conditions in the Santa 

Barbara Chanrnel and would be suitablP. as a background {�&�) 

condition for a contrasting slick -- assuming signi ficant 

reduction of capillary waves. 

3. 3 IrregularitiP-s in the Seasat-A SAR Data and the 

!�pact of Pe rformance Variationsr

Seasat SAR performance variations have been reported 
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that can affect image quality and oil slick 

detection/i1entification to varying degrees. These 

v ariations are here summarized and their impact on oil slick 

det�ction estimated. 

1. Sensitivity ti�e constant STC compensates for 

known variations in antenna gain vs. angle in the range 

direction. A linear decrease in receiver gain of 9 db from 

near to mid-range is followed by a similar gain increase 

from mid to far-range. A Piispositioning of the gain 

algorithm of 45-55 j.Asec, as reported, is equivalent to a 

range vs •. gain mispositioning of 7.5 km, with a 9 db/50 km 

gain slope. This could have resulted in up to a 1.35 db 

incorrect gain setting. Data processing compensations, 

however, have renioved all but some 1 db variation about the 

preferred function. The remaining effect is a slight decay 

in density for constant backscatter at increasing range. 

The i�pact of this factor to SAR cil detection 

capabilities is marginal under relatively high contrast 

ratios of <G1tck / ('Seo. , but can be significant where this 

contrast between oil and the ocean surface may have been 

only -2db to -3 db, or at a high gain condition, where 

receiver saturation level is belov the return of normal sea 

clutter (see fig 3. 2). 



2. Aspec+. Ratio - Inconsis�encies from the desired 

unity aspect ratioD have bAAn reported for some processed 

imagery. Range/azimuth ratio� of 1.17, 1.08, 1.01, and, .94 

were noted in 4 swaths {SAR Panel: GOASEX, April 1979). 

Such variation does not affect the O�\,c.k /tf�co... ratio and has 

little to no significant effect on oil slick pattern 

recognition per se. Oil configurations are tut loosely 

defined and variants due to winds, tides, currents, 

tempetature, etc. create pattern uncertaintiP.s far in 

excess of these aspect r atio 1eformations. 

3. cross track Slant to ground range gecmetric 

rectifications contain errors of about 31. The impact of 

such errors is similar t o  but less than the considerations 

of #2 above. 

4. TP.mperature rela ted gain change Temperature 

changes caused a 1/2 db gain variation in the SAR sensor. 

This change has essentially no (or very small) impact on the 

� , I '°�c" ratio, except for very low ratios near 0 to -1\ ck 

dL at the highest gain settings. This variation in gain can 

act as an additive deleterious effect to other performance 

variations. 

5.e Signal leakage relat@d gain change - Sig�al leakagee

has reportedly caused a 1 to 10 db uncompensated gain 
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change. This can haTe a significant worsening impact on 

6°;\i
c.� / 's

c.o.. 
ratios. The net effect is to drop the average 

sea model signal level closer to the system noise level. 

Pigs. 3.i, 3.3, and 3.ti (Jordan and Rodgers, 1976) (Jordan,a

1978) show this progressive contxast red uction from high 

tbru nominal to low gain mode. .If the maximum oil slick 

effect is a total.masking of the average sea mod el return, 

then the 'best• the slick can do is reduce the return to the 

thermal or systea noise level •. Thus, at nominal gain, a 

<Ss\�k / ½c-.. contrast ratio of -10 db is reduced to -6 db 

(at the mid-range of the image, ie 290 km fro■ nadir). This 

type of change occurs when there is relatiYely lov initial 

and hence only nominal initial receiver gain decreased 

to lov gain by the effects of signal leakage. 

�ore optimistically {and less likely), the change due 

to signal leakage aay be simila r to the change from high to 

nominal gain (a 9 db change): here the Qslic.l< •• / �<Cl... contrast 

will change from -11 db to -10 db •. Mote however, that these 

are optimum ratios, whereas, most likely an oil sli ck will 

not reduce the backscatter from the slick-image area to the 

receiYer noise or system noise level. Depending on vind, 

sea state, and other factors, the '°shclc / noise ratio vill be 

Yariable and generally> 1 (or O dB). 

6.  Linear feature offset Due to a change in 
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Figs. 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 define the 
Seasat-A SAR system performance under 
three gain settings; high (95 dB),
nominal (86 dB), and low (80 dB), 
respectively. The saturation curve 
represents values of� which would 
drive the overall radar system to 
maximum detection levels. The thermal 
noise line represents the component of 
<!" measured which is attributable to 
system noise. (Jordan, 1978) 
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satellite altitude during SAR imaging, linear features may 

be offset in azimuth. This possible irregularity is not 

pertinent for slick patterns not imaged exactly at the time 

of sudden spacecraft altitude change. 

7.a Satellite yaw - Effects of motion such as satellitea

yaw during imaging can decrease the �\ u.k / <\e"'- ratio due to 

defocusing in processing. Although yaw amount is 

unspecified, it is assumed that most/all of the yaw effects 

can he measured on the basis of the Doppler density funcation 

and its center frequency as determined from selected samples 

of data before azimuth compression. 

To summarize, the preceeding review establishes a case 

for both oil slick detection by SAR and degraded or even 

inadequate contrast ratios which might preclude such 

detection. The mechanism for reducing surface roughness has 

been <locumented as has SAR detection of this roughness 

reduction {for both laboratory and aircraft systems). The 

Seasat SAR, however, exhibits some of its cvn unique 

characteristics; certainly to be ex?ected given its 850 km 

range dimension (over 2 orders of magnitude greater than 

previous sensor/target separations). Instabilities in 

antenna position, signal leakage, �nd low initial <ko..a
conditions all operate to reduce what is an already lov 

contrast ratio. Tne balanace of this report then is directed 
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at establishing what the Seasat SAR's rP-sponse has been to 

"known" oil slick conditions in the Santa Barbara Channel, 

an1 how this reponse might be uniquely characterizea. 



Trajectory Hindcasti�J 

4.1 Introduction 

As origina lly propose1. this research �as to rely 

heavily on a large scale sea surfacP. verification program. 

The failure of Seasat-A o n  October 10, 1970 before the 

initiation of regula r experimental programs, however 

Pliminated this standard p roce�dure, and cast some doubt on 

the fate of the entire research eftort. It was subseguently 

learned that three imaging overpasses of the Santa Barbara 

Channel were completed by the Seasat SAR on July 18, August 

4, and August 8. With these dates and satellite crossings

times as reference the task of reconstructing oil slick 

conditions in �he study area was begun. 

4.2 �odel �ssumptions 

The modaling of what initi�lly would appear t o  be a 

totally r andom process in this instance has been g reatly 

facilitated �y the regular dischar1P. of oil through the sea 

floor which occurs at specific points within the study area. 

The base map presented as fig. 4.1 outlines this primary 

seepage zone and its orientation with respect to the rest of 

the Channel. Ohservations of natnral seepage within the 
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Fig. 4.1 provides a base map of the primary study area for orientation. Land 
features which are identifiable on the SAR imagery are labelled, as is the 
relative position of the study area with respect to the Santa Barbara Channel. 
The area covered by the map corresponds to that of subimages used in oil 
detection analysis. 
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area date hack as far as 1368 (Imray, 1968). 

Sand�ichen between two major fa�lt systems, the Santa 

Barbara Channffl itself has under1one a complex sequence of 

fa11lting, fol1i.n<J, and. erosion (VeddP-c, Wagner, and 

Schoellhame r, 1q6q}, (Dibblee, 1966) whicn has ;Jiven rise to 

all the geolo1ical prerequisites for such natural oil 

seepage. Th�se sp?.cifically are: 

1) strike slipe faulting a'.;sociate11 with high 

ear thquake incidence 

2)e tight comp�essive folrling associatede with high 

earthquaxP. inci1P-ncee

J)e thick, geochemicallJ mat�re Tertiary sediments;e

ann 4)e igneous activity and prolific s ource rockse

{Wilson e t  al, 1974)4e

Many hiqhly identifiable see�s or seep groups occur in 

th� area between th� city of Santa B�rbara and Coal Oil 

Point. The position of these oil an1 gas seeps is static 

an� well 1ocum�rnted (Kraus anrl EstP.s, 1976). Surface oil 

slicks which result from their oil discharge vary therough 

time from narrow strea�ers of a few hundred meters at one 

extreme to virtually continuous coverage of a ten to twenty 

square kilometer area on the other. Th€ difference is 

largely a function of winds, currents, and t. ida 1 
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flu�tuation. A further source of variation is in the actual 

oil discharge r ate from individu al seeps, though this 

variation has not been quantified. 

In order to evaluate the SAR's response to these areas 

of oil cover age and reduced capillary amplitude, an estimate 

of the ir extent and configura tion was first required. The 

technique vhich h as been employen yields hourly Fredictions 

of slick trajectories avay from the individual seeps or seep 

groups based on winds, geostrophic currents, and to some 

extent tidal forcing. There is soMe s uggestion that waves 

play a role as well, (Waldman et al, 197� but the effect is 

n on-linear, highly directional, an1 in any case negligable 

for the low energy wave spectra exhibited in the Santa 

Barbara Channel. 

Slick per imeters are d efined by enclosing end points of 

hourly wind and current dr ift vectors. These individ ual 

vectors are produced by a deterministic summation of forces 

algorithm which adds the Cartesian components of wind and 

current input vectors wh.ile scaling current magnitude by the 

derivative of the tidal curve. This oil ■ovement algorith m 

is based on one developed for oil spill risk assessment by 

the United States Geological Survey (Samuels and Lanfearsr 

1978). !'todifications have .been incorporated which, for the 

pur?oses of this report will only be summarized. Details 
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arc a v�ilahle in an unpublishe1 �aster's thesis by Wilson 

(1980). 

Win� is in�ut to the Samu�ls anR Lanfear model on a 

statistically derive� transition matrix basis. For the 

purpose of pre�icting oil configurations for a specific day 

and time, rather than overall av�raag�s, observed wind data 

ha:. been interpolated from si� �oints surrounding the study 

area. Three of these were located on the mainlan� {Santa 

Barbara !!arbor, oicnard Airport, anri Santa Barbara Airport), 

two on the or.P.an (oil plattor.m Hope and the drill ship 

Glomar Coral Sea), and one on Santa Cruz Islan�. The 

inverse sqttare of the dista ncP. from the study area was used 

to scale the contribution from each site to resultant wind 

preo ict ions. These predictions were generat�d hourly for 

th0. twenty four hour perio� pr�ceeding each Seasa t 

over f 1 i<J ht. 

Th� component of pr�nicted surface drift attributable 

to winJ has hBP.n calculated using linear as�umpticns arrived 

at empirically by .sev�ca1 independent researchers 

(Schwartzberg, 1971) (Waldman et al., iq7J) (Neu, 1970) and 

(Ldnge and Huhnerfuss, 1978). Wind drift magnitude is 

f iqure<l at 3. 7 percent of observed wind speed while drift 

nirr.?ction is shifted 20° to th� right of observed. winri 

direct ion to compensate for Corioli9 acceleration. 
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Current information foe the study area wa s obtained 

from the Bureau of Land �anagement's out�r Continental Shelf 

Study Group. The data consists 0f monthly average surface 

flow fields presented in polygon format (see fig. 4. 2) 

Although nineteen separate sources were utilized in 

µrod ucinq this drlta by far the dominant influence in 

determining flow regimes in the Santa Harbara Channel has 

been the drift card release and recovery vork of Dr. Ronald 

Kolpack of the University of Southern California. 

In its original format this rurrent data was difficult 

to utilize for oil �rajectory simulation on the relatively 

small scale required. A single polygon covers nearly the 

entire study area (bold.faced polygon in fig. 4.2) and 

sharp discontinuities exist in the flow field from one 

polygon to another. In addition, significant componP.nts of 

the flow in several areas lie orthogonal to the land 

boundary. To corrP.ct these problems an interpolation 

algorithm was developed which solved LaPlace's equaotion 

in two dimensions yielding smooth discretiz�d 

current fields with well behaved flov along the land 

boundaries (see fig. L4. 3) • In addition, a continuity 

constraint vas included in this algorithm such that flov 

across the free (non land) boundaries vas normalized. 

https://corrP.ct
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Fig. 4.2 depicts surface current flow fields for the month of July in 
the Santa Barbara Channel. Source of this data is the Bureau of Land 
Management, Los Angeles, Outer Continental Shelf Study Group. Boldfaced 
polygon represents roughly the same area as the base map (fig. '4.1). 
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Fig. 4.3 shows the July surface current field for the Santa Barbara 
Channel after interpolation using a LaPlacean operator. Continuity 
is maintained in the flow field, and zero flow through land boundaries 
is specified. 
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Finally, in. considP.ring tin�l effects a series of 

ninetP.en observations of c1u:rent velocity ..,ere taken via 

drift hoarJ release and r�covery and actual point 

measurem�nt. Results are presente� in Appencti� 1. �hese 

observations were compared on a re3ression basis with the 

absolute value of tne tidal 1erivative (derivative of tidal 

=curve) .. Drift 1. ire ct ion was 11ncorrP.la ted with ti 1e { R 

• 20) , however, drift magniturte shoved a significant 

relationship (R = .75). (Statistical results alsc appear in 

Appendix 1) .. A�cordingly, currP.nt velocity values output 

from the interpolation algorithm are further modified by 

consideration oft.he tinal cycl e. This modification (to 

current magnitu�e only) is of the form: 

current magnitude = (1. 58 * C) + (. 24e * A)e

where A =  the absolute valu e. of the tidal curve 

1erivative 

C = the curre nt magnitudP. output by interFolation 

an1 .24e : the slope of thP. rP.gLession line. 

As in the case of input wind inform�tion currents have been 

calculated on this basis for approepriate pcints throughout 

the studv ar ea, on the ho ur, for th� twenty four hour period 

pre�eeding the seasat overpass times. 

https://currP.nt
https://11ncorrP.la
https://ninetP.en
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4.3 Component Summation 

The calculation of a resultant drift vector for each 

time step is a sim ple vector addit ion process which overlays 

these calculated component effects. Hourly output vectors 

are then linked head to tail away fro■ zones of consistent 

seeparye which have been identified via repeated aerial 

survey. Fig. 4.4 shows the position and areal extent of 

the oil seep features so emfloyed. This trajectory modeling 

technique is termed "weathercocking". It is highly accurate 

in the.vic i nity of the point of origin given reliable input 

information. �rrors multiply over ti�e however such that 

older output flow vectors should be discarded. As much o il 

evaporates in the first few hours at the surface and since 

accuracy tails off with time, vectors older than 8 hours are 

<lropp�a in the output predictions. 

4 .. 4 Results 

Figs. 4.5 through 4.6 repr�sP.nt output prenicted 

traie ctories away from previously identified seerage zones 

for Seasat-A SAR overpass dates and times. As mentioned, 

these predictions are only for seepage originating within 

the most rec ent eight hours. This provides an initial cause 

to suspect underestimation .. The trade off is a reasonable 

https://repr�sP.nt
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Fig. 4.4 identifies and locates the seven prornary oil seeps and seep
p:roups which have been utilized as points of origin for plotting
predicterl oil slick trajectories 
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Fig 4.5 depicts predicted oil slick configurations in the Coal Oil 
Point vicinity for 0615 Pacific Daylight Time, on July 18, 1978. 
Predictions for the La Mesa and Federal Platform seeps have been 
deleted. Lighter toned slicks represent output from the Intermittant 
Offshore seep grou�. 
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Fig. 4.6 depicts nredicted oil slick configurations throughout the 
study area for 0730 Pacific Dayli?-ht Time, on August 4, 1978. 
Predictions in this instance involve all seven major seep and seep 
groups. 



confidence that errors of comission have bEen minimized, a 

fact which will prove vital in image processing. 

An attempt has been made in �he display of these oil 

cov�rage predictions t o  reduce the effects of a further 

cause of underestimation at the Coal Oil Point sit�. Though 

seven primary seep groups have been used as points of 

oriqin, as rnany as 1400 individual seeps are known to exist 

in the area {Reitz, 1980). f1any of these occur in an arc 

wh ich covers the ar�a to the south and east of the gas 

buhble and Platform Holly. Flow from these individual 

sources is a fraction of total output and is in most cases 

highly inter�ittant, hence mapping their exact lccation is 

difficult. Considered in total howevear, their output is 

sirynificant an1 if completely ignored would be cause for 

substnntial omissive ercor. 

In order that. this output be included, albeit at a 

somewhat reduced confidence 1���1, an  estimate of the extent 

and position of this peripheral collection of seeps has been 

made. This positional estimate is the result of examination 

of aerial photographs acquire� during nearly th irty 

overfliqhta of the are� ma1e �nring the past two y�ars. Two 

examples are includffd a3 figs 4.a7 and 4.R. Oil 

configurations associated. with this group have b-een 

calc ulated via the s ame previousiy described mode 1 ing 
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Figs. 4.7 and 4.8 are both aerial panchromatic photographs 
of the Coal Oil Point area, taken towards the east and 
northwest, respectively. Oil discharge from the spatially
variable Intermittant Offshore Seep Group can be seen in 
the right margin of fig 4. 7 and as the nearest lighter
toned (oil slick) feature in the foreground of fig.4.8. 
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techniques. For graphic display, however, thes� slicks have 

been differ.entiatP.d by a lighter tone (see figs. 4.5 and 

LJ.n). 

�-5 Accuracy Analysis 

As a te::;t of thP. mechanical assumptions incorporated in 

the trajectory model, five comparisons were made iuring the 

summAr of 1980 hetveAn predictAa and observed �rift. �est 

results appear in Appendix 2. Due to sampling time 

limitations, comparisons are based on measurement of 

instantaneous irift �nly. Tising the modifi�a BLM current 

data (modified by tidal derivative) and wind observed 

on-site, a predicteo drift vP.ctor was calculated for the 

Platform Holly �rea. Drift was simultaneously measured at 

the site via a Teledyne Gurley cable suspended current 

m�t.er .. 

In two cases directional pre1ictions were �ithin tvo 

deqrees of those observed. In two �ore the error was within 

20 negrees, an1 in one case it was 48 degrees. During this 

latter instance winds were uncharacteristically st-rang (12 

knots) anfl domina�ed flow. Drift magnitude estimates were 

generally within a ± 0.1 to 0.3 knot range of observed flow 

which is near the �1vertize1 accuracy of the meter. 
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Given an average ohserved drift of .38 knots in the 

study area, and an average directional error of 20 

(obtained from these tests), a mispositioning of trajectory 

endpoints of �p to one nau�ical Mile would he expected at 

the end of A hours. Tvo f�ctors which might serve to 

mitigate such error are that: 1) No spreading coefficient 

is incorpora te� in predicted trajqctories, and 2) Narrowly 

d�finP.i point.s of origin are employed. Though these factors 

may be further cause of omissive er�or, no reliable 

quantitative means of evaluating their effect has been 

devised. In any case, given the inevitable base level of 

noise in model predictions and a rQ,']llirement of minimizing 

misidentification of oil (comission), the ccnservative 

approach outlined herein is deemed most appropria te. 
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Image InterprP.tation 

5.1 nata Quality 

Of the three Seasat-A SAR overpasses which cover the 

Santa Barbara Channel only t�o have proven useful within the 

cont�xt of this research. Revs 308 and 552 are both 

ascending mode images {platform moving soath to north) of 

good quality which cover the entire study area. Rev 617 is 

a d�scending mode {north to south) ove rpass wh ich e�hihits 

extremely low dynamic range (and therefore rP.duced potential 

for ocean surfac� featu r� det�ction). The reduced contrast 

ratio is the result of a very low gain setting. 

Ad�itionally, the satellitP. trac� for this image is 

positi onP.d such that the SAR swath covers only the eastern 

portion of the study area. Efforts to expand (stretch) the 

imaqe•s apparent 1rey leovel range and thereby improv� 

feature differ�ntiation in oceanic sub images have produced 

concomrnitant incoreases in harmonic noise. As final image 

processing proceedures involve spatial frequency 

transformations, thi� high coher�nt noise level in the 

diqitnl data was deemed unacceptible. Rev 617 has 

accordingly been dropped from consiij�ration. 

Pigs 5. 1 and 5.2 are subimagAs of the study area 

extractP.1 fro� revolutions 3oq and 552 respectively. These 



Fig. 5.1 is a rotated subimage of the study area taken from Seasat 
Rev 308. Numbers on the image identify different reduced backscatter 
targets which are separately described in the text. 
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Fig. 5.lA shows the relative position of 128 X 128 pixel, oil affected 
and non-ojl affected subirnages taken from Seasat Rev 308 SAR imagery.
this figure superimposes positionally on fig. 5.1. Subimages are used 
in subseouent snectral analysis image processing. 
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Fig 5.2 is a rotated subimage of the study area taken from Seasat 
Rev 552. Virtually all oceanic reduced backscatter areas on this 
subimage are attributed to oil/surface tension effects. 
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Fig 5.2A shows the relative position of 128 X 128 pixel, oil affected 
and non-oil affected subimages taken from Seasat Rev 552 SAR imagery.
This figure superimposes positionally on fig. 5.2. 
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digitally correlated scenes correspond in area to that 

depicted in the map included as figure 4.1. 

orientation, land features which are identifiable in the 

imaqerr are included in this bas': l'llap. In both subscenes 

focus is CJOOd with up to a 6 dB dynamiec range observed 

across features on the ocean snr face. Of primary ccncern 

from the standpoint of an analysis ()f Seasat S \B •s ability 

to detect lllarine oil slicks, are the position and 

configuration of the many areas of reduced backscatter (dark 

areas) which are observed away fro� land. 

5. 2 Rev 308 

In the western portion of fig. 5.1 three zones of 

redu cer} ba ckscatter with distinrplishable characteristics are 

apparent on the ocean surface. These occur in ncrth to 

s outh order as follows. The first is a dark narrow band 

which clos�ly parallels the coastline from the western imaje 

margin to Goleta Point. The seconn appears as two elongated 

parallel northwest tending streaKs approximately 1 to 4 

milefi from share. Third, in thA south western portion of 

th� image a more irreegular darkene� area is in evid�ncP 

which exhibits a "saw tooth" northern boundary. These 

features are idP.ntified by numbe� on figure 5.1. 
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Hithion the first feature, from its western extremity to 

Goleta Point several small po�kets of higher backscatter 

(briqhter return) an� interspersed , while to the east of 

Goleta Point a single larger zone of higher return divides 

the dark band from th� coastline. The position of the dark 

band in the imag� correspon1s with the known location of 

kelp beds (Macrocystis pyrifera) which occur in the 

nearshore region of the study area. Intermixed zones of 

hiqher return correlate spatially with open water. 

Slightly further offsh0re (. S to 2.o0o miles} and 

separated from the kelp beds hy a continuous band of high 

return, are th� parallel linear dark zones indPntified as 

�rea two. The smallest of thes� originates at Coal Oil 

Point. The �astei:-n margin of this smaller dark feat.ure 

extends in a line due south for approximately 1 mile. 

Considerinq thin �astern margin as a point of origin, the 

@xtension of the arP.a of reduced backscatter is to the 

northwest at 300o° true. Fi') 5. 3 is a color aerial 

photograph of thP. nearshore region at Coal Oil Faint taken 

towards the northwest on February 18, 1q?a. Clearly visible 

on th� photo, the linear regiono of oil coverage which 

corresponds to an area of known natural seepage extends from 

the left (southern) marqin of fig 5.3 to the tip of Coal Oil• 

Point. The area covered by what is interpreted to be oil in 

the photo {fi<J 5.3) corresponns positionally with the 
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Fig. 5.3 is a color aerial photo of the Coal Oil 
Point area which shows clearly the linear point of 
origin associated with the Coal Oil Point seep group
(number 1 in fig. 4.4). Camera heading for this 
photo is northwest, 



5.1 

smaller inshore dark corrt ponent of area two on the radar 

data. Note as well the similarit.y in the manner in which 

both radar and visible image oil slick features narrcw to a 

ribhon like parttern in their western e�tremity. 

Within area two an identically oriented but larger zone 

exhibiting reducen backscatter is positioned slightly 

further off s hore. Near the northern margin of this 

feature. and to the southwest of Coal Oil Point, a single 

bright dot reprP.sents the return fr.om the Atlantic Richfi@.ld 

oil platform Holly; a met al structure approximately 50 

meters on a side and exten1ing 35 meters above the sea 

surface. As stated, this larger. zone of low return exhibits 

the same 300° true orientation however, its overall position 

does not correspond a s  precis�ly with a single 

differentiable oil seep. Rather, it brackets an area which 

contains several of the major seep groups as weil as much of 

th� peripheral area which exhibits intermittant seepage. 

This larger portion of a rea two, in its eastern extension 

expanrls, ;oinin'J 'iith th� third lov return feature from the 

south to form a continuous dark band from the. shoreline out 

nearly 12 miles, effectively masking any oil slick signature 

which rniqht be produced by t�� small Federal Platform seep. 

For image rrocessing purposes which will be discussed 

in section 6, suoimages of fP,atur.P.s attributed to both oil 

mailto:Richfi@.ld
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slick effects a s  well as similar appearing but non-oil 

related "confusion targets" are req11ired. Oil coverage 

subimages 30AA, 3088, 3 Ol3C, 308D, JORE, and, 308.F are 

examples of the former taken from area tvo. Their relative 

positions ar� not ed in fig 5.1A. Again it should be 

e mphasized that confidence in the selection of these 

subimaqes is enhance d by a combination of: 1) documentationa

on the known position of nat�ral seeps within t he Santa 

Barbara Channel, (Kraus anri Est es, 1976) {Kraus et al., 

1977) (Wilson et al., 1979) and 2) th� verifieii utility of 

mechanical assumptions employed in the oil trajectory 

predict ion model. 

The third zoane of low backscatter is sepa.rable only in 

the south western portion of th� subimage, where it s 

previously menti oned saw t oothed north�rn margin 

differentiat es it from area tvo. The n ebulous nature of 

this boundary, along with th� featut:'e's position well away 

from known areas of natural oil seepage indicate that the 

low r eturn here is more likely  attrib utable to vagarie s in 

the wind field than oil/surface tension effect� 

Accordingly, this area has been used in image processing oil 

slick detection studies to provide subimage examples (308V, 

30RX, and 30AZ) of non-oil attributable confusion targ ets. 

The trajer::tory model prediction of oil slick 
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configuration for this day and time is given in the previou s 

hin�casting section {fig 4.5). Agreement is 1uite good with 

an aversage slick heading towards 3()13° tr11e predicted. .  for the 

most prolific and reliable seep gcoups, near Co al Oil Point. 

Pr�aictions have not been formulated for the more easterly 

seeps as hacKscatter in their vicinity is uniformly low on 

the Rev 308 imagery. 

For refer�nce, wind was light and variable at around 4 

knots from 120° true during this overpass (July 18, 1978 -

0615 PDT). Fog covered much of the Channel. Tide was 

incoming and seas wer� nearly calm with a one foot swell 

from the west/s()uthvest. c,rrrent set in the Coal Oil Point 

area is estimat�d at .7 knot towards the west/northwest 

( 3 1 '3 o tCUP) • 

5. 3 Rev 552 

Obt aine1 August 4, 1978, Rev 552 represents the most 

finely focusej Seasat-A SAR data available for the Santa 

Barbar a Channel. � uniform medium backscatter ccvers most 

of thes· channAl study area, with the exception of a single 

larq� zone of low return which starts 5 miles vest of Coal 

Oil Point extending 8 miles further up the coast and nearly 

15 miles offshore {s�e fig. ,.4). Though its o rigin is 

unknown, the feature is certainly not attributable to oil 
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Fig, 5,4 is a rotated subimage from Seasat Rev 552 SAR imagery,
The postion of this scene is.due west of the subimage presented 
as fig. 5.2. An overlap of a�proximately 35 % can be observed 
bv comparying the two images, 



cov"!raqe. It is too large t0 have gone unreport.ed. 

Further, it is well out of the zon� of prolific seepage and 

does not eyhibit the abrupt boundaries and sinuous fattern 

of oil/surface tension relat�d signatures. Rather it shows 

gradation in tone from high to low returon. We have 

accordingly employed this region in obtaining confusion 

target suhimaqes { 552VV, ,52XX) for ccm1=arison with 

backscatter reduction signatures which have been attributed 

to oil coveraq9 (see fig 5.2A). Sev�ral of th� latter such 

siqnatures occur on this imag€ in both the v icinity of Coal 

Oil Point as well as further to the east (552AA, 5528B, 

552cc, and 552Dn). 

As can be s�en in fig. 5.2 the Coal Oil Point 

nearshore region is largely blanket�a byo� single contionuous 

Land of low r�turn. nil trajectory predictions for this 

date and time show a northwesterly 1rift away frcm primary 

SP'?p'ig� ?OnP.S which would acco•1nt for the uni form signal 

reduction (see fig. 4. 6). In this instance the suggestion 

is thdt oil plumes have mP.rge'i vith the siqnaturP. of 

near shore kelp beds, reducing surface rouJhness all the way 

to shore. An exception appP.ars to occur at thP. western 

terminus of the backscatter redu ction zone which originates 

at Coal Oil Point, where what is interpreted as an oil slick 

plume has pulle1 a small distance away from the pcsitoionally 

stable kelp bed si1nature. 

https://unreport.ed
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Further offs hore, in the area prP.viously dP.fined as a 

zone containing a large number of individual seeps of 

variable productivity, several smaller streamers of reduced 

surface roughness (low return) are observed. These plumes 

on the the imagery show a heading of 310s
° 

true which 

com ?ares with a model prediction of 320 ° true for this 

portion of the study area. 

Two additional, and more prominant streamers of low 

backscatter ar� present still further to the east with 

eastern points of origin corresponding to the lccation of 

the La �esa seep group and the Federal Platform seep (see 

figs 4.4 and 5.2). These features, interpreted as the 

result of natural seepage, exhibit mean heading s of  290s° 

true an1 275° true respectively on the imagery. Model 

predicitons for these areas are displayed in Fi� 4.6 shoving 

corresponding m�an headingss of 302° true and 288s° true. 

Subimage 552DD is taken from the La �esa seep area, however, 

the slick is.suing from the Federal Platform ar:-ea is not of 

sufficient dimension to permit creation of a r9presentative 

subimage. 

Closer exa�ination of the PeQeral Platform seep an the 

SAR imagery reveals that in the immediate vicinity of its 

origin a heading of roughly 20s° trs11e is observerl. The model 
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prediction does not reflect such a rapid shift in drift 

direction. This partic ular predictive error at high 

f requency (spatial) is likely attribut able tc lack of 

accurate wind 1ata near the site (Platform Hope anemometer 

was not operational during this overpass). In a broader 

sense however this error is characteristic of the expected 

inadequacies of coarse scale driving data vhen utilized in a 

spatially interpolated format to predict finer scale events. 

The suggestion is that the m�an heading approach which has 

been employed in these i nterpretations is likely the limit 

to which the so called "surface truth" data generated herein 

should be employed. 

At the time of overpass (0730 PDT) wind was 5 to 7 

knotas from 240a
° 

true. Tiade was strongly incoming and seas 

were calm. A 1 to 2 foot swell vas moving from the 

west/southawest. Estimated curr€nt s�t was 287a° true at the 

F�dP.ral Platform s��P, 303° true at the La �esa seep, and 

331° true at Coil Oil Point. Drift speed at all three sites 

was approximately .5 knot. 

5.4 Image Interpretation Conclusions 

These interpretations have, by design centered only on 

oceanic features. Additionally, analysis has dealt with 

only those features within the confines of the described 



study area. '!'he purpose is not to 0versi mp1 if y, but rather 

to focus on the central research 11uestion of Se-:isat-A SAR's 

sensitivity to oil slick relate,i surface effects in the 

marine environMent. A lack of concurrent field verification 

data has hamper�d analysis and has necessitated .the use of 

current, wind, and tidal infor!llation, as input to a model 

which sums these driving forces, t0 predict the mcvement of 

surface oil slicks away from well documented poin�s of 

origin. Exa�ples of aerial photoqr�phy have been included 

which are selected from numerous flights, all of which 

reinforce the interpretation that �any of the observed areas 

of reduced backscatter on the radar imagery arP. attributable 

to the presence of oil. Although circumstantial, the weight 

of this sort of co�roborating evidP.nce is substan tial. 

A significant �roble� remains, however, in that aside 

from some manual and suhj€�tive qualitative pattern 

recognition criteria no reliable means exists .of separating 

bona fide oil slick signatures from similarly darkened areas 

which are not the resul t of oil/surface tension effects. It 

has been our intent to explore more quantitative means of 

separating these so called con.fusion targets using digi ta 1 

image proc�ssing tP.chniq ues which capitali�e on the 

frequency specific roughness-reduci ng action of oil. 

Efforts in this area ar.e discussed in the following section. 
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Image Processing 

6.1 Introduction 

Oil slick identificatiaon employing Seasat-A SAR imagery 

focus�s on the pot�ntial for discrimination of oil slick 

caused, low backscatter regions from similar appearing ocean 

surface features {so called confusion targets). The concern 

is thus to develop a methodology vhich detects any 

significant differences in those portions of a SAB image 

which represent low or reduced backsc atter regions caused by 

oil slicks, as compared to other image features which createa

similar amplitudes and spatial patt@rns. 

The application of spectral analysis for the comfarison 

of Seasat SAR imagery of normal and oil slick affected 

waters was considered a logical, but not entirely promising 

postulate. This is beca use "although oil is known to 

suppress the capillary waves, quantitative information on 

the amount of suppression of the radar backscatter at most 

frequencies is not available" {Moore and Fung, 1979). 

Further, though it is genecally acc�pted that SAR images of 

ocean swell are due primarily to the presence of capillary 

waves whose brightness on the final image is determined by 

swell slope, capillary dynamics, Doppler and focus 

modulations, there is no consensus on the balance of 
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mechdnisms governing these effects {Raney and Lowry, 1978)� 

In addition, �ome scepti�ism concerning the ultimate 

potential of spectral analysis for ail slick 1iscrimination 

stems from the fact that Seasat imagery has a spatial 

resoluti on significiantly bP.lov the ocean wave capillary 

frequencies dominantly affected by slicks. Since the effect 

is expected to range between subtle and non existent or to 

be lost in spectral noise, a direct comparison of the 

Fourier transform of slick vs. non-slick Seasat subimages 

would probably he insufficient. Pover spectrum averaging is 

th11s require<i to . enhance subtl� differences in the 

transforms of ocean regions imaged near the system noise 

lev�l. F or �iscrimination in areas whose signal is near 

this noise level,  concern vould be to guarrl against spurious 

spectral differences forced by ins11fficient sampling and 

averagi ng. Otnes and Enochson (1978) note that difficulties 

may arise if spectral power density estimates are performed 

without proper care, and that statistically inconsistent 

estimates result vhBn no frequency smoothing is performed. 

6.2 Spectrum Power Analysis 

The utility of spectrum power �nalysis for frequency 

selective. det�tion signatures of relatively low �nergy 

physical phenomena has been prominent at le�st since the 
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ma;or work o� Blackman and Tuk�y (1958). Later:, computer 

implementation of the Fast Four�er Transforem (PP'T) expanded 

the application of such analysis. Recently, cne significant 

variant of maximum ent ropy spec tral analysis, the semicausal 

model, , demonstrated improved frequency discrimination (by a 

factor of about 2 1/2 along with attenQation of the de 

spectral component) for saa11 data sets (Schuchl!an et al., 

197CJ) • The resolution limi·t (M) of a standard Fourier 

transeform ( in spatial fregue.ncy or cycles/sample) is about 

/Jf = 1 /At where �t is the length of the data seg■ent 

(Shu ch.man et al •• 1979). When At = 128 samples at 

25m/sample, Af = 1/128 = .0078 cycle/sa■ple = 3.125E-4 

cvcele/m. 

Pourier transforms of images may be one or two 

dimensional. The result of a one dimensional transform is 

power as a function of s patial frequency. The directional 

orientation i8 in either the line or sample direction in 

accordance with the way the pixel grey value sequence is 

sp�cified. Two dimensional transforms provide the same 

information for all radial directions on an image (relative 

to image center). Pig. 6. 1 (Shuchaa.n et al., 1979) is an 

idealized representation of ocean swell images and their two 

dimensional Fourier tr ansforms. Power as a function of 

frequency may be determined by integrating the spectral 

pover density within a given bandwidth filter. In the tvo 
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Fig. 6.1 contains diagrams of images with linear features 
at regular intervals and the Fourier transforms of these 
images. Note that the distribution of structure in the 
transform is governed by the frequency and orientation of 
spatially repetitive nattern in the images. (Shuchman et 
al., 1979). The ring superimposed on the transforms 
corresponds to a single example of the eight frequency
filters utilized in the power spectrum averaging proceedure 
described herein. 
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dimensional transform, an annular (concentric) ring approach 

can be utili�e� to accomplish this frequency sp�cific 

inte,Jra tion. Ringvidth corresponds to bandwidth or 

integration interval. The larger the ring radius from the 

transform center (zero frequency) the higher the filtered 

frequencies. Simila rly, the transform may be filte red in 

azimuth to determine the direction�! na ture of repetitive 

features in the image by using radially shaped sections or 

wedges. Wedge and ring filters may be combined to determine 

powP.r as a function of both frequency and azimuth. 

Target or pattern recognition by the determination of 

characteristic spectral signatures has been pursued with 

varying degrees of success. Byran, Stroroherg and Farr 

used azimuthal wedges as n�rrov as 1 ° in integrating 

the amplitude of the Pourier transform to determine the 

oriP.ntation of binary ice lead ima ges. Leachtenauer (1977) 

used 5e° azimuthal wedges and 32 egually divided rings for 

frequency filtering. His classification analysis of a set 

of land use categories found th at spatial freque ncy (ring) 

datd was preferred. ThP. directiona l (wedge) data was not 

particularly useful. 

Lenda ri� and Stanley (1970) used 9° wedges and 20 

annular rings in their analysis of a wide variety of 

cultural and artificial tar gets. They noted that the ring 
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signature for a scan ac�a containing no regular pattern will 

fall off exponentially as a function of radius, assuming the 

widt� of the ring window is such that it cannot resolve the 

fine fcequency characteristics of a narrow scan-aperture. 

If the scan area does contain a reg11larly occuring feature, 

the energy in the spatial frequency paver spectrum is 

redistributed and yields bright spots in certain areas of 

the the spectrum (transform). The spectral power from the 

ring window that coincides positionally vith bright Sfots on 

the transform will be higher that expected from the 

exponential model. I£ a ring window reading is egual to or 

larqer than its neighbor on the lov frequency side, th�.n the 

scan area can be assumed to have some kind of feature 

regularity. For some of their test feat11res {e.g. , 

aircraft) Lendaris and Stanley (1970) used only ring 

signatures (to effect discrimination) empbasiz ing that in 

such an approach the dimensional information {in the 

spectrum analysis) is -indepe.ndent of the orientation or 

position of the target/object. They f urther found a high 

deqree of correlation evident between object dimensions 

computed from transform signatares and measured directly 

from images. 

In the context of oceanographic application, Beal 

. (1979) confirmed the ability of the SP.asat-A S!R to detect 

longvave swell systems through spectral analysis. Hea
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detected and measured a 210m d�ep-water swell (11.7 sec 

period} through four successive locations to shallow water 

in a near-threshol-� Seasa t imaging situation. Prior to 

taki ng the transform of a 15 � 15 km area, he performed a 7 

X 7 element unweighted running average on the pixels of an 

equivalent 6 m resolution image. Moore (1979) evaluated the 

effects of non�oherent averaging of pixels en spatial 

resolution and £ound optimum use of a SAR aperture wo uld 

require a 3 pixel average. Shuchman and others (1�78) 

compar�d the spectrum of non-Gulf Stream and Gulf Stream 

imaqes and found that the non-Gulf Stream image tran sform 

had fewer high fr�guency components. They employed a 256 X 

256 FFT on X-band, 5 m resolutio n SAR iaages. Wave spectrum 

data evaluated by Hsiao (1978) shoved relative azimuthal 

power distributions on the transform of about a 5:1 maximum 

/ minimum ratio. (Appendix 3 summariz�s our determination 

of a swell wave length via spectral analysis using S easat 

SAR image Rev30R}. 

6.3 Analysis Procedure 

The rationale for our approach simprly considered that 

the important spectral bands for tliscrimination were those 

closP.st to the spectrum causen by the capillary waves and 

thus probably most affected by oil slicks. To effect 

maximal smoothing, wi de frequency filters and no azimuthal 

https://closP.st
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wedqP.s were established. It is significant that some of the 

work previously citP.d neriven only annular ring signatures, 

because such sampling was independent of orientation of a 

single obiect, or the relative orientation and location 

among a set of similar objects. 

The following sequence of spectral power evaluations 

was em ployed: 

oa Calculation of the FFT of 128 Xa 128 pixel subimages 

from both oil affected anda non-oil affected areas. 

These areas were defined in sectionas. 

oa Conversion and scaling of spectral power values froma

the transform into byte {DN = Oto  255) representativea

values.a

o l'lultiplication of the scaled spectral paver by each ofa

eight registered masks which unifor•ly divide thea

normalized spectral frequency scale (which raanges froma

0 to .S cycles/sample).a

oa Determination of the mean spectral power in each ringa

(mask).a
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oaNormalization of the above valu�s using the centrala

ring which contains the image bias and lowest frequencya

spectral power values.a

oaComparison of the relative mean spectral powers of oila

slick vs. non oil slick imag�s.a

6.4 Ring masks ( Filt�rs) 

Annular masks for spatial fre�uency filtering used 

pix�l values of DN = 1 within the ring and DN = 0 external 

to the ring� Registration of the ring and transform 

'images• was followed hy multiplication of the registered 

transform and r ing pixels to effP.ct filtering. Rings vere 

set up �y first generating a circular conical spot image 

with a linear brightness decrease from iaage center to the 

edges. A subsequent image was generated on a DN = 0 

background with pixel values of 1 occurring whenever the 

reqisterea input image pixe l values fell vithin the disired 

uppP.r and lower grey values defining ring radii� Table 6.1 

summarizes t.he inner nnd outer radii of the r ings, and the 

total an1 relative number of pixels per ring. The spatial 

frequencies and the deep vater ocean wavelengths which would 

qive increased spectral power are also shown. 



Table 6.1 

Ring Freguenct Filters 

Ring # 
Radius 

Inner 
# Pixels Relative Spatial Deep water swel 1 

Outer in ring ri # pixels freg. wcwelength 

2 9 

8 2882 19.342 .0625 cycle/ 400 m 
sample

16 2556 17. 154 . 125 200 

3 17 24 2144 14.389 .1875 133 

4 25 32 1776 11. 919 .25 100 

5 33 40 1346 9.034 . 3125 80 

6 41 48 944 fi.336 .375 67 

7 49 56 560 3.758 .4375 57 

8 57 64 149 1.000 .5 50 

note: based on a 128 x 128 data sample each ring is about 8 
frequency resolution cells wide. 
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6.s5 Comparison of the Spectral Power ins

Oil Slick and Non Oil Slick SAR Images 

The spati al frequency sp ectral ?Ower was determined from the 

transform of each subLmage as subseguently freguency 

filtered by the series of eight annular rings. For e ach 

ring a histo gram of power level distribution, as vell as its 

mean and standard deviation, was determined. Because these 

histogrsams as initially determined included DN = 0 pixels 

from both inside and outside the ring, adjustment of the raw 

pow er Yalues was necessary. This raw powe r value adjustment 

was done in two steps. Since the initially c omputed 

spectral pow tar had been linearly stretched ( or com pressed) 

to fill the DN range of Oto 255, the maximu� fover value 

(norm" �) of ear,h subimage which had beens adjusted to 255 A

was noted. {The minimum power valae was always set to 1.0 

by the Fourier transform program). Then norm""""/255 as a 

multiplier was used to convert the DN r ange back to the 

original spectral power values (s�e Table 6.2). Note that 

the lowest norm�,.,!( is for the subimage transform 308DARK, as 

expected. The highest value is from 308E. There is no 

signific ant difference in the nor��A� val ues for the oil 

slick vs. non oil slick subima1es in the sets frcm the same 

image. 

A second mul tiplier adjust ed the mean power of each 



Table 6 2 
1 

Norma1ization Values 

Oil Slick Ima_1� 

Image nonnmax normmax/255 

308D 2844.01 11 . 310 

308B 3801.88 14.909 

308F 4168.68 16.348 

308E 5495.39 21 . 551 

308A l 047. 12 4.106 

5528B 794.32 3.115 

5520D 2884. 01 11. 310 

552AA 602.55 2.363 

308C 190.54 .747 

552CC 131. 82 . 517 

Non Qi l Slick Images 

308X 1584.88 6.215 

308V 501. 18 1. 965 

308Z 549.53 2.155 

308Y 2511.88 9.851 

308SW2 549.53 2. 155 

308DARK 83.17 .326 

552YY 630.95 2.474 

552ZZ 758.57 2.975 

552XX 524.8 2.058 

552WW 501.18 1. 965 
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ring appropriately upward by the exclusion (from the mean 

calculation} of all the DN = O pixels occurring outside the 

ring. This f rac tion was simply the ratio 163�4/rt (termed 

the mean m ultiplier) •. It is given in Table 6.3. The 

numerator is the total number of pixels in each ring 

subimage. rt is the total nuNber of DN = 1 PVels in each 

ring (see Table 6.1). The adjustment of the mean rav power, 

m u, to th� proper ring aean power, mu• , is simply 

---

llU
I 

X 16384 norm ""�1' 
t'Y\'4-. - � 

r 
&. 

255 • 
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Finally, to compare the two categories of oil slick vs. 

non oil slick affected backscatter for subimages from Seasat 

revolution numbers 308 and 552, the relative mean spectral 

powe� as a function of ring number vas comfutea. The 

normalizing power value is mu• (where ring 8 is the �e

central, de and lowest frequency components ring). The 

relative values are summar ized in Table 6.4 in increasing 

power and ploetted in Pigs. 6.2 and 6.3 as a function of 

f re 1ue ncy. Note the greater drops in the oil slic� images. 

For a reference condition of uniform power density in a 

transform (e g. as in the transform of an image of Gaussian 

noise}, the relative mean ring power {as a function of 
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Table 6. 3 

Mean Power Adjustment
relative 

Ring µmult µmult 1 09. 96 / \J mu 1t 

5.685 .052 19.342 

2 6.410 .58 17. 154 

3 7.642 . 069 14.389 

4 9.225 .084 11. 919 

5 12.154 . 111 9.047 

6 17.356 .158 fi.336 

7 29.257 .266 3.758 

8 109.960 
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· Table 6,4 

Annular Ring Normalized Mean Power 

Oil Slick Images 

Image Ring (--> increasing frequency) 
-

�----

Transform
-

7 6 5 4 3 2 l i:, 7 l'.l -6 

3080 . 044 .017 . 012 .009 . 007 .006 .006 . l()l .057 
308B . 089 .020 . 014 . 012 .010 .009 . 007 . 16 l .072 
308F . 087 .025 .015 .011 .009 .008 .008 .163 .076 
308E .093 .038 .028 .022 . 020 . 016 .014 . 231 . 138 
308A . 182 . 049 . 040 . 031 . 026 .023 . 019 . 370 .188 
5528B . 163 .075 .070 . 054 .048 .043 .039 .492 .329 
55200 . 144 .095 . 071 . 061 . 052 . 043 .042 .508 . 364 
552AA . 198 . 113 .087 .074 .071 . 061 .056 .660 .462 
308C . 271 .144 .118 .108 .084 .079 .075 .879 .608 
552CC .440 .312 .300 . 245 .210 . 187 . 161 l .855 l . 415 

Non-Oil_Slick_Images 

308X . 123 .061 . 045 .039 . 033 .029 .027 .357 . 234 
308V . 162 . l08 .078 . 063 . 048 . 044 .040 .SC . 381 
552XX .223 .159 . 138 .110 .106 .089 .080 .905 .682 
308Y . 260 .220 .195 . 155 .140 .124 .118 l. 212 .952 
552l�W .355 .233 .217 .194 .165 .153 .142 1.459 1.104 
3()8Sl-12 .541 .414 .288 .319 .242 .229 .219 2.252 1. 711 
3080ARK .614 .487 .485 .375 .289 .271 .220 2.543 1.929 
552YY .692 .641 .548 .451 .412 .361 .357 3.462 2.770 
552ZZ .709 .623 .573 .523 .425 . 392 . 371 3.616 2.907 

note'. rino 8 = 1. 0 for all images; see table 6.2 for normalizinq value 
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.Fig. 6.2 depicts
graphically, for 
Rev 308 oil and 
non-oil subimages 
the dro? off in 

1

normalized mean
spectral power as 
a function of
spat1a. • 1 _ _f _ requency, 
Values along the 
ordinate are deter
mined by averaging 
-power in each of 
eight circular 
masks, or rings,
The results of 
similar processing 
and calculation on 
two images of 
Gaussian noise are 
also plotted.
These show no signi
ficant drop in 
normalized-power. 
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Fig. 6.3 depicts
graphically, for 
Rev 552 oil and 
non-oil subimages,
the drop off in 
normalized mean 
spectral power as 
a function of 
spatial frequency.
Values along the 
ordinate are 
determined by
averaginp.; power
in each of· ei�ht 
circular freauency
masks, or rin�s. 
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increasing frequency) would r emain const ant. Figure 6.2 

includes two such curves as netermined from the transforms 

of two Gaussian noise images. The image noise parameters 

were meana = 127.5, standard neviation = 42.S, and mean =21, 

stanadard deviationa= 1 respectively. Note that the relative 

mean power is constant within abouta� 5% as expected. 

6.6 Discrimin ation Criteria 

Experimental evidence on thq distribution of radar 

clutter from large areas containing many pixels of nifferent 

constituents shows the clutter to be approximately 

log-normally distributed (�oore, 1979). Accordingly, 

diagnostic comparisons of oil slick vs. non oil slick 

images have been generated based on a log-normal cumulative 

probahility distribution for groups consisting 0f: 

oaThe relative mean value of thea spectral power 

parametric in each ring number (frequency).a

oaTh e sum of the relative me�n values of the Sfectrala

power omitting only ring A (the de component) since alla

these values have been normalizP.d to 1�a

oa The sum of the relative mean values of the spectral 

power omi tting that from rings 7 and a. 
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In the last case, the two groups vece significantly 

different as indicatei by a small sample t test at a 

significance level of .01. Since the total data samfle size 

for the two groups was extremely low (10 oii slick images 

and 10 non oil slick images) the appropriate data from the 

12 subimages of revolution 309 and the 8 subimages of 

revolution 552 were combined. This is a reasonable 

procedure because of the power nor■alization. The 

cumulative distributionsw {Fig. 6.4) respectively determine 

the probability of discrimination, Pd, (of correctly 

identifying oil slick iaages), and the probability of false 

alarm, P�, (of falsely calling a non oil slick image "oil 

slick"). In use, the a priori information is that the 

suspect images have similar spatial patterns of similarly 

redu ced amplitudes such as might be doe to oil slicks, win d 

rows, upwellings, or zero surface stress. 

The trade off of Pd vs. P-4=- is shown in fig. 6. 5 for

three slightly different frequency discrimination criteria� 

The preferred {left) cur ve uses the sum of the relative mean 

spectr�l power in rings 1 through 6. Essentially the same 

characteristic is separately displayed by each of the 

constituent rings (only 1 and 2 are shown). With the 

inclusion of the low spatial frequencies of ring 7 a 

somewhat high false alarm rate is experienced. The reason 
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SAR subimages. Filter combinations compared are listed under Ring Filters. 
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Fig. 6.5 rates several potential spectral power
discriminants of oil slick vs. non oil slick SAR 
subimages using the trac:1.eoff in probability of 
detection (Pd) vs. the �robability of false identi
fication (Pf) as an indicator. 



for this is shown in the right-�ost curv€, the pocrer 

discrimination capability of ring 7 alone. The furthP-r 

inclusion of ring �, the central ring, would of coursP. 

consi1erably decrease the discri�ination nature since all 

rinq 8 values are intentionally �ade equal. Alternately, 

the nocmalizin1 value could include rings 7 and 8. A test 

of this hypothesis, however showed no further improvement in 

discrimination. For the purpos� of maximizing oil 

discrimination by this technique, additional analysis would 

se�k an optimum •cro ssover• frequency that d�fine.s the 

�pectral bandwidths to be ratioed. 



7.0 Conclqsions 

On the basis of the limited data set examinea, results 

indicate that significant discrimination of oil slick vs. 

non oil slick reduced backscatter signatures (on Seasat SAR 

images of similar spatial patterns vith sisilar reduced 

image brightness) is possible using the spectral power 

analysis technique described. In onff sense, this result is 

something of a surprise as the highest spectral frequencies 

evaluated are below the capillary and (ultra-gravity) wave 

portions of the the ocean backscatter spectrum most affected 

by an oil slick. on the other han�, reduction in normalized 

backscatter in the spatial frequ�ncies associated with 

capillary waves is c�rtainly the expectation given the 

surface tension altering aff�ct of oil on a roughened sea 

(surface tension being the restoring force for sh ort period 

oscillations). The implication is that a differential 

damping function (amplitud� reduction increasing with 

frequency) is being superimposed on the ocean surface within 

the slick. further, this differential in a■Flitude 

reduction appears to ext�nd further than expected into the 

longer �riod spatial frequency components of the ocean 

surface with the result that a more rapid fall off in the 

normalized (to image bias) backscatter spectrum is observed 

for oil affected surfaces than for similar ap�aring non oil 

influenced surfaces. 
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The preferred frequency 1iscriminant for making this 

oil/non-oil determination used thP. sum of the relative mean 

spatial frequency powers for the spectral region of about 

.125 to .5 cycles/sample (.005 to .02 cycles /meter). ThP. 

discriminant. is intentionally insensitive to th@ effects of 

image bias and contrast stretching. It is interesting to 

note that in the process of deriving the cumulative 

probability of the discriminant values, several subimages of 

each category were identifie� as incorrectly spatially 

positioned due to their inordinately high (and low) 

discriminant values. Improved confidence in this spatial 

frequency discri�inant requires further data evaluation 

including investigation into the nature of SAR system (and 

coherent processor} noise and its thr�shold characteristics. 

The integration of this discriminant with the total. diverse 

set 11f oil slick sensors further suggests that a complete 

information system analysis is nesirable. 

The ;::,ractical mandate to further €Xflot:e the 

rel�tionship for S\R �ystems arises from 

today's trend to produce crude oil in inhospitable climates 

and to transport it i n  extremely large and unwielJy vessels. 

Under these .t circumstances, accidental spills will inevitablyt,t

increase in probability, magnitu�e, and adverse ·impact. 

Provision of accurate spill location and e1tent information 
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in timely fashion ann indepen�ent of inclement veatbeL wouln 

prove a signific�nt mi�igati�g countecmeasur� to these 

undesirable sid� effects of energy production. The oil 

slick discrimination capabilities of Seasat-A SAR suggested 

by this analysis indicate that such a spac� borne imaging 

radar system would he of considerable utility when 

integrated into a completP- oil spill detection operation. 

Further investigation is therefor� suJgested in both oil 

slick signature refinement and real or near real time data 

processing. 
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Appendix 1 

Siqnif icant variance away from a single monthly average 

current velocity vector is observed at the Coal Oil Point 

study area. This varianc� can be logically partitioned into 

a turbnlent component which can be regarded as random 

flu�tuoation, and a cyclical component which is controll�d by 

sub-monthly variation in current 1riving forces. The first 

source of var iance is illusiv� an� cannot be 1uantitatively 

described given the limita tions of input da ta. The second, 

however, c an be parti ally accoun�ed for. 

Of all current driving forces, only tidal ebb and flow 

c an he quantified adeguately on an ex post facto basis. 

This fact has heen used to Jtere test the assumpticn that a 

certain portion of observed variation around a mean current 

velocity in the study area is directly related to tidal 

flux. In an attempt to measure this relatedness a 

reqression analysis has been pP.rfo�m�d comparing observed 

current drift velocities with th� phase of the tidoal cycle. 

Individual surface drift observations are listed in t able 

9.1 along with pertinent �eteorolngical information. (Note, 

all drift data is in degrees true and magnitudes are in 

knots. Direction is uniforml! that towards which flow is 

movinq.) The following notes serve to qualify the 



Table 9.1 

OBSERVED WIND AND SURFACE DRIFT 

AT COAL OIL POINT ; 1979-1980. 

MODIFIED 

DATE 
OBSERVED 

DRIFT 
 

WIND DRIFT*I CORRECTED 
 DRIFT*2

BACKGROUND 
DRIFT FROM

BLM DATA 

TIDAL 

DERIVATIVE 

TIME(PS T) / 

TIDE CYCLE 

MAR.6, 179  305° ; .28  o•3 ° 305 ;. 28 °278 ; .19  o•4 1 100 I SLACK LOW 

MAR. 7, 179 ° 37 ; .22 ° 274 i .14 ° 58 ; .32 °278 ; . 19 I.I 1500 / INCOMING 

AUG.31, 179 °330 ;. 50 °239 ; .14 ° 346 i .52 °331 ; .19 0 1100 I SLACK LOW 

SEPT. 7, 
179 °287 ; . 87 ° 99 ; .14 ° 286 ; 1.0 °278 ; . 29 2 .1 1000 I INCOMING 

SEPT. 25,'79 295° ; .43 0 295° ; .4 3 °278 ; . 29 0 1200/ SLACK HIGH 

SEPT. 28, 179 ° 138 ; .37 ° 130 ; .52 •5 °278 ; .29 0 1600 I SLACK HIGH 

JULY 8, 180 ° •6 305 ; 0  305° ; °313  ; . 29 0 0900 I SLACK 

JULY 15,'80  290° ; . 47 °135 ; . 14 °296 ; .60 °313 ; . 29 .75 1200 I INCOMING

Note: all drift data is indicated by direction 
and magnitude (knots). 

(degrees true), 

'° 

i-' 



Table 9,1 

(continued) 

OBSERVED WIND AND SURFACE DRIFT 

AT COAL OIL POINT ; 1979 -1980 

MODIFIED 
OBSERVED CORRECTED BA CKGROUND TIDAL TIME(PST) / 

DATE WIND DRIFT* 
I DRIFT FROM  DRIFT DRIFT *2 BLM DATA DERIVATIVE TIDE CYCLE 

°  JULY 18, 1

80 295 i .35 0 295° ; .35 313° ; .29 .21 1500 / NEAR SLACK 

  JULY 25,
1

80 335° ; .62 0 335° ; .62 313° i .29 1.20 I 100 / INCOMING 

 10° 3° JULY 29,'80 355°; .44 0 i .44 31 ; .29 .16 1200 / NEAR SLACK 

  ° AUG. I, 
1

80 20° ;. 51 90°; .21 356° i .482 331 ; .19 .27 1400 / NEAR SLACK 

° AUG. 4, '80 310° i .65 0 310° \ .65 331 ; .19 -. 41 0900 I OUTGOING 

° ° AUG. 12, 
1

80 340 ; .70 285° i .14 350•; .63 331 ; .19 1 .0 0900 / INCOMING 

AUG.15, 
1

80 ° 
•5 ° 110 i .30 100° ; .42 331 i .19 -.30 1600/0UTGOING

° ° AUG. 22,'80 318 ; . 33 0 318° ; .33 331 ; .19 - .43 1200 / OUTGOING 

  ° ° AUG. 25, 180 352° ; . 54 1 14° ; . 17 339 ; .646 331 ; .19 -.86 1400 / OUTGOING 

 AUG. 29, '80 347° i .77 0 347° ; .77 331° ; .19 1.19 1000 / INCOMING 

OBSERVED DRIFT, WIND DRIFT, CORRECTED DRIFT, AND MODIFIED BACKGROUND DRIFT FROM BLM DATA ARE 
lit.L ,/roINDICATED BY DIRECTION ( DEGREES TRUE) ; MAGNITUDE (KNOTS). 
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acquisition and intP.rpretation of this drift data. They are 

r�f�raeo to in table 9.1. 

*1 Wind drifta = direction towards which wind is blowinga

plus 20 ° for corriolis acceler�tior., and adjusted in 

magnitude by a factor of 0.037 as per chapter 4 

discussion. 

*2 Corraected drifta = observed 1rift minus vind drift

This yiealds drift attributaablP. to background flow plus 

tidal forcing. 

*3 When recorded winds dropa below 4 knots, no wind 

drift a�fect is c alcul ated. 

*4 Tidal derivatives less than .1 are set �o zero.a

*5 In actuality, wind drift is a function of the squ area

o.f wind spPed. As such, for winds over 10 knots, wind 

drift be1ins to dominate flow (see Sept 28, 1q7q and 

Aug 15, 19 �O in t able 9. 1) • The empirica 1 constant 

0.037 is only adequate for a narrow range of wind 

spP-eds. Since this exercise seeks to est ablish forcing 

paramet�rs other than wind, days on which winds exceed 

this Lange are dropped from th� curve fitting 

procedure. 
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*6 on somA days no curren� sp�e� measurAments coulda he 

obtaine,i. 

Suhiect to these dssumftions and qualifications, this 

drift dat� vas then run throu1h a re�ression test which 

compared correctr1d •irift (minus winrt associated drift) with 

the absolute value of the tidal curve derivative (dAtermine1 

by �amplina a curv� splein fit t�rongh daily ti�al highs and 

lows. �he ahs0lnte value 0f the Jgrivative was 

incorporated, as both large nAgativP anrl large �ositive 

values imply significant tidal flux, whereas derivatives 

near zero ��note te�poracy minimums of kinetic energy. 

The results of coinrarLng !J0th current c:irection ancl 

current �agnitude with thA tid�l d�rivative ap�ear in tables 

9.� ani 9.J cespectively. In the case of direction, 

essentiall/ no cor�elation is nbs�rved. 

howf:!ver, shows a significant l•:?V.al of corl:'elation {R = • 75) 

with t.hP. absol!lt� Vdlu� of thP- ti11.al dP.rivative. A plot of 

the sea ttur di u.'Jra.m and regress ion line a:? Fears in fig 9. 1. 

https://thP-ti11.al
https://l�:?V.al


Table 9.2 

LINE�R REGRESSION OF CURR�N1 DIRECTION 
AT COAL OIL POINT 

ON TID\L ·oERIVATIV-: 

Ba.sic Descriptive Statistics 

St;indard
Q.�yiationi

Tidal Derivative 0.32 0.83 
o. 20i

Current Direction 331. 35.53 

�odel Paramater InfluenceJ 

Point s�. an darn 
Low�r 

c emf id ence 
1Jpper

Confid•�nce 
ta.!.i.!!!g_.t� �££.2£ 1imH 1i!!l.H 

Regr?ssion 
Intercept 

Coefficient '3. 6 7 
328, 

11.i5 6i
10.in 2i

-16.i
30 '· 

33.i64i
350.i

Analy5is of variance 

source of 
!At:.i.U,.i2n 

Degree.s of 

r.:�!:sl2ll! 

sums of 
2.'.lJ!Ufil? 

Mean 
2Si.!!li_g§ P'-ValJ!!t 

Prob (-:xcee,l ing 
!mde£___!!_). 

Reqre::;sion 
Residual 

1.00 
13.00 

7J2. 

16'14 3. 
732.i

1303.i
0.56i o. 4 7i

Total 14.00 17676. 
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Table 9. 3 

LINEAR RRG��SSION OP CURR�N� VELOCITY 
AT COAL GIL POI�T 

ON !9SOLUTE VALUE OF' TIDAL DF.RIVATIVE 

Basic Descriptive Statistics 

stanaard 
Q�i�!.ion 

Tidal Derivative 0.65 0.60 
o. 75 

current �aqnitu�e o. 54 

Lower Upper
Point Stand,trri Con£ Llence Confidence 

.£t:1ti.mat� �i:ur 1imi_t Lim.ii 

Reqrassion Coefficient 0.24 (),06 '). 12 o. 37 
Intercept 0. 3.9 (\. !) 'i \). 2 7 0.49 

Analysis of Vari.lnc� 

Source of D.;qrees of SUIIS of ,1ea:1 ?rob (F.:cceed ing 
Ht:.i.a!..i.2.n .Ex:eedQ.!!! i2.fl.!1£f:� i2 g.J!!!,I:!!ti �.allIB !!n dec_.JLl. 

Reqc-essio-n 1.00 o. 3 I) o •. 10 16. i36 o.oo 
Residual 1 3. � Cl D.23 o. 02 
Total 14.00 0.51 

96 
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LINEAR REGRESSION OF 

TIDAL DERIVATIVE (ABSOLUTE VALUE) 

ON OBSERVED DRIFT AT COAL OIL POINT 

1.0 

.50 

. 25 

0 

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 

ABSOLUTE VALUE OF TIDAL DERIVATIVE 
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Fig 9.1 linear regression plot 
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Appendix 2 

ERROR ANALYSIS CALCULATIONS FOR SURFACE 

DRIF T PREDICTIONS AT COAL OIL POINT 

OBSERVED I SLM INPUT I PREDICTED 11 OBSERVED 
DATE vs WINO t ORl�T = DRIFT DRIFT 

�
(direction; magnitude) (direction ;magnitude) (direction; magnitude) (direction;mognitude) 

JULY 15, 1980 

° 135 ; . 14 

.099x, -. 099y 

°313 ; .56 

-.409x, .382y 

° 312 ; .419 

- .31 X, .283y 
290° ; .47 

JULY 18, 1980 0 ° 313 ; .35 ° 313 ; .41 °295 ; .35 

AUG. I ,  1980 

 90° ; .21 

.21x, Oy 

° 331 ; .26 

-.I26x, .227y 

° 20 ; .24 

.084x, .227y 
° 20 ; .51 

 ° ° 100° ; .42 331 ; .26 62 ; .327 
° AUG. 15, 1980 110 ; .30 

.414x , -.073y -.126x, .227y . 288x,  .I54y 

° ° °114 ; .17 331 ; .40 354 ; .420 
°AUG. 25,1980 352 ; .54 

.155x, .069y -.I94x, .350y -.039x, .4I9y 

* DIRECTION INDICATED IN DEGREES TRUE ; MAGNITUDE INDICATED IN KNOTS 
lD-� 
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In conducting error analysis, five predictions of surface 
drift for a point in the study area were generated using
all the driving assumptions outlined in chapter 4. Wind was 
observed at the site, while current and tidal influences 
were inout as described. At the same time, actual surface 
drift measurements were taken using a Teledyne Gurley cable 
susnended current meter. The results of these comuarative 
exercises anuear below. 
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Appendix 3 

The Determination of a Swell Wavelength 

Near the region of image 308SW2 at least two s�ells are evident. One, pro

pagating from the south-southeast is more readily scaled somewhat southeast of the 

subimage location. About 7 swells/cm are evident. The image scale is about l :145,000, 

thus the swell wavelength is about 207 m. On the transform display of FFTSW2, spec

tral peaks are located as shown in the following Table. 

Location of Spectral Peaks 

Spectral peaks Transform center 6 pixels
FFTSW2 line sample line sample line sample 

71 81 65 66 6 15 

72 83 7 17 

These Fourier transform radii (6 pixels) are respectively 16.2 and 18.4 pixels from 

the center. For an average 17.3 pixels the spatial ·frequency is 17.3/64 x .5 cycles/ 

sample or .135 cycles/sample. Thus the swell wavelength is 25 m/.135 or 185 m (@ 112° 

from image vertical). .

.
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